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clergyman' it&ertf’X* sort of perpétuai “minis- . 
ter’s mari.” ' About ten years ago I wàii aware 
of a gander belonging to a Mr:" Roddick, of a 
Gandsidc, Westmorland, who .had also a re- X 
markable record. It had belonged to his U 
father as a pet, and Mr. Roddick remembered (J 
it well when he was a very small boy, so that P

• , must havTbeen^over'sixty years of age. 'This Among the sorrows of the truly patriotic is assured of something distinctive a«d per-

Xt first sight it must be admitted that They are easy to arrange, easy to start and ™ Je had one peculiarity (for L avian America is the preference that his weaker sonal, a fact which appeals to him while^he
there does not appear to be anything which no trouble at all to take care of, and the £ mveterate toper. I have brethren and women folk evince not only for knows he can rely upon their qualities m wean
is decorative about the homely carrot. ' How- temptation to have many of them may often ^Tenseen swallow a pint of beer. But it European-made garments, but for the fashions Such cloths used to be largely ordered by the
ever, with a little care it is possible to con- be too great to be resisted But let me advise °ien “specialty” in the way of liquor. It that originate in the capitals of the Old World, fashionab e New York tailors, andl are still.in
vert any number of roots into really attractive that this desire be heartily suppressed Sus- stotch whisky and water readily; if any- The manufacturer in the United States has appreciable demand in spite of the fact that
objects, which will be especially welcome to pended carrots may well have their place in -t ferred ^ which it drank greed- tried many devices to induce his fellow-citizens America is now making more fabrics of this
those who make a pastime of the indoor gar- the winter decoration of the house, and they ^ “record” for a caged lark is twenty- to believe that the real influënce underlying class for herself.
den. All that is necessary to carry out the may be keenly appreciated and hugely enjoyed, £ ’ ^ {or pigeons (Barbury dove) u Modern modes is Transatlantic taste, and Another point on which the English tailor
plan indicated below, is to obtain some well- for they are undoubtedly beautiful ; but a few thirt'_se^n years. rX that London Paris and Vienna draw their commends himself to American customers m
developed carrots, stumps which are rather carrots will go a long way m most households, J_________ 0 W actual inspirations from the requirements of his readiness to meet any of their special fan-
old answering the purpose best and a few will be found more satisfactory ,n American judge was likewise kings of commerce and' dollar princesses. To cie.s or styles. There is a considerable class

The carrots should be scrubbed quite clean the end than many because of their novelty. A certain American juog as g organized an exhibition who come here with ideas that seem some
th a small brush in the first place. Then A carrot at every window immediately loses cashier of his home bank. A man presented f„ Jrdgr to demonstrate conclusively that “af- what unduly assertive, not to say vulgar. But
take a sharp knife, and with a clean cut, sever ______________________________ __ ________ ,-----------------  ----- t^r âll these years of abject slavery to foreign the tailor shrewdly remembers that the coats
the root in such a way that the cleavage is h - nrestige we have been roused by the spirit and vests will be chiefly worn in America,
made about two inches from the crown or ... t 1 f 1 Qf independence. We believe that foreign and he gravely bows to the wish expressed
•upper part of the carrots, the tapering enas - ! _JL r. models wit! soon become a thing of the past, for very wide shoulders and a very narrow col-
will be of no further service and m^ b ' —-i .. X . bn.- .Mm??* ■ rT ,n^. -mi ji , • *iu«f'that1 Æthëricart1 Styles, viill take the place lar, or whatever may be the particular “freak ’
thrown away. The next step is to hoUow out 1 ÀXjX-Y'' / belonging to them by right.” of the moment, and does his best to carry itthe interior of the portions that are retaine . JA / □ „>„ thi consummation can be achieved out. He is, moreover, generally successful, for
This is perhaps most easily accomplished a Zood dLl Twlv to be made The he makes observant study of the idiosyncrasies
with the end of a rather blunt knife , holding I*(9 V^X. ther £ , . ^ ^ ij 0f his New World patrons, whether they come
the stump firmly in one hand while the tip V/ / -tost .uttonty p<riw,;W»co.M Towns ot the further Western States,
of the implement is turned round and round. („ \ 7\ be consulted upon the subject quietly said in nf nrip-inalitv in dressl! Is wellPto leave a good thickness between / N/ \ \ X/ X- run

ZX ^ SÀ2treeSü^rn^ffibeen differing in that respect from the Frenchman

C owl T^eat deal of the success of the , V* /JLIHxAAX X / in the season now closing on account of their who comes to London for his tarring and
amount of mot at that which has been the \ X< Al /#X^CTVZ\ X / return to the States.” There are sufficient rea- whose demands if distinctive o himself have
top of the carrot. As well great care must be AJjg/ X <) X/f \ \ IX sons, too, to explain this preference for Lon- at J^^ets th esl has earned a good name

t-ken to avoid making a hole right through \ 3X \ X /X don tailoring, and the first is that of economy, tailor who meets these has earneda goon name

out as indicted, s«pi m»y be Ukoi to pre- V 1“ \ \ “Ü »hkh tod kwdltorth while to seod .

pare the carrots in such a way that they may W /^|7/Ka { ÏÏ \ \ XC XX mJiemus tadols in Savilc-row' traveller once or twice a year to call on their
be suspended. In the first place, with a K W C> \. VX \ Oxfordstmet’ private customers in New York, when these
bradawl, or any sharply pointed instrument, X (v/P N\ rjX Madd ’ J X, b named who enjoy are unable to come to England. American
pierce four holes in each portion These OX /XXXI ^LAX-AX \ \° and elsewhere *at might be namedjho enjoy tailors> too> k should be said%0me to London

should go right through from the outside to YJf iXA \ \ \ instances do more business with them than to glean the latest ideas in cut and colorings.
Îomintheecutnendeasa sholn inThe^ihustration. ÿxZx i 11 \ XX with Britishers. The London pricesin thefirst Feminine Fashions

X”-iroS0maybuCseeXthewoardtihn coTlectTon , r\ \ VX^^t' ofXw VX and the idea of a well-turned- with so much vehemence against “the dictates

irhirh is nearly circular A 1 *■ \ / o 1 /pt \ J*?' X out dress suit, as cap be made here for ten 0f foreign tailors extends to ladies attire also,
WJth. tXnlunon arlanJine lhat each I/X / ' X I > f\ guineas, is literally startling to the man who and here, again, a great Beal must be accom-
pXltion isPas neariv ooDosife to its fellow l/T) ^ ‘I \ t > knows he,would have to pay the equivalent plished in the way of conversion, before the

P M r.K+sin =nme string- which is '•& T J r S t) —f—)— '7------- '■0\\ \ /> ' of -£25* or even £30, for it at home. Even fair American will consent to pass by therathe^thin but such* as will not rot easily if *x/f/ i</\ 'J-à ' \ -V . now, under f he présent, increased tariff he is creations of the Rue de la Paix or the suits to

It is kept contiguously wet. Cut a number of X. Vs U \ ff X. */ Ç 1 , lÀ'-Ty .Z entitled to bring in garments to the value of be found within a short radius of Bond street,
pieces of this about fifteen inches in length, X J J \ U e XX ,$ic» quite free and the appraisement of suits Her demands, indeed have had an effect more .

aiinwimr two nortions for every carrot. Each TL/j7--. f / ZX ■* ‘ costing originally £5 to £8 here, and which than usually realized this year, in the muchof these lengths is to be threaded through two X ^' '“Sv ^Xlî have obviously been worn, will still represent earlier displays that are made of the autumn

r X in everv root It will probably XXJ V>/ XXr AbX S' [ \\ an advantage to him upon what would have modes. In the past, styles, colors, novelties,
iXe v y easy tT feSSi . >7ft - beeXheirlost. made under the Stars and were kept as sealed mysteries until October,
twine through the holes, and the best way by ^SMSlX X TV T XïX \ Stripes. .but, in view of her habit of returning to

far in to fret a larp-e needle carrying the string tiCx X____i_____ __________ 1---------------------PVt J-----_ America after the middle of August, the fash-
through the openings being a simple matter in COOK’S TOURNEY ---------------- ----- -------- ' îonable modistes and ladies tailors bring out
this manner. Whin each carrot is threaded DR‘ COOK S JOURNEY -o-2_ - ___________________ •' :------- --------------------- p—1 thelrnX Perished designs and.newest shad-

the pieces of string should be pulled out. so ;____ —;—_ I I -T ■ - I, .LL.1- I .-.vT.---------------^piary — j 1 I i ings for her selection^ She returns thus, wit ^
that they all meet quite evenly, and then they ' fl ---------XxmvXxrn-------~--------- ------- . fasbl0ns m ad,vance °! thos,e that lhe wd‘ fi"d

3 if ™ter... quality of novelty a.dm.eh of ifs XX- ".X” f£°Æ

the foliage whieh may be attached to the car- >>=»?,» b‘ °”8 ”ry ™ " —+-------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ÎZ ”ingS. <* tl,J wbol'“'t "'»«>”’«»•; ,In.î .tew

„,s sliobld be removed. make , ,en.ua misfake m S» m.dTa"Xg SYmSkÆ

It is now necessary to find some light post- choosing too many plants of one kind, or of Xf XX^Z/X/Z// /TlW\ \\\W\\XN/X She criticises the proportions of the “shirt
tion where the stumps may be hung up, the rdated kinds> for house decoration. The space XT AX XrXXXvVZ/ / / If \ I«X\XA\/ \ /X. / waist-< as the blouse is cut in London, and has

being of course downward. Perhaps at one's disposal is apt to be, on the whole, Z X X zOz¥///?jXvxX 7s • been known to comment adversely on the
the best place is in front of a window where yery limited. ït is better by far to have a VZ \ Z\/ X// x/ / / / / ‘If \ \ \ x X\X/X X. X clumsiness of English hosiery. Nevertheless,
there will be plenty of illumination A little c)loice variety than to have a number of -A Z\ X/ / /WJ / I fl V WV\\ XV xXv /X she buys here, and that to an extent that war-
ingenuity will be needed in order to devise lantg of one kind. There is an immense m- Vf X/ /V / / / \\ V\ X*/X /X rants several of our popular shops in stating
some arrangement whereby the carrots may terest in»a well-developed window garden, but ^ \ >Z \ Z /XL/ / / / 4 ■ VA V V\ \ X X/ the prices in dollars and cents side by side with
be suspended in a good situation. Any place its interest is heightened by the variety of its Z\ Z A / / Uk \ ' XZ \ /x the English fleures. Enterprising American
actually on the framework of the window will contents. There is a very considerable variety XZ c*oc4j / /X/ / / / lM|—TVX,' \ VZ\ /C firms have sought to retain her patronage by
probably be too near the glass and it will be q{ plants to select for such growing, and the A. Z\y^-yX / / XJ / / Wf.LJr L: v,s>Z X engaging French dressmakers and milliners,
undesirable to damage the woodwork with the in()erest of the Httle indoor flower-space will \Z X. / X/ / / 7x/-Y \XX , but she has soon realized for herself that these

driving in of pins or nails. A little temporary be greatly heightened by putting in as many X \Z X V 7x/ / & XXXIUaV t V >X. Z\ X7 when transplanted from their own constantly
shelf may be improvised supported on w different kinds as possible, giving them all the , /xTa ///''VZ \J\ ï \\ 'tL/Z' \/\ varying and novelty-compelling surroundings
piles of books or boxes, and from this t e car- attention they deserve, and watching their XZ XX* T-Xif/i-^rTT11.1 ff ? A. yXsX; \ S\ fall into the prevailing ideas of those among ,
rots may be suspended, a tack or anything that vaded growths and habits. The variety of X. X^Vr ,L \Z \ . whom they are living. The English tailor has
will keep them in place answering the purpose b]oom helps, also, and is an important feature 1 Z XV /Za/ / 7XJ / N 1 I TV watched her likes and dislikes as closely as
admirably. The next thing to do now will be in the pleasure to be derived from these charm- ; 3 /X A°X/ / \ TZV4* VZ N those of her male kind, and to the experience -
to fill each portion of carrot with clean water ing household pets—for pets they are, even if X/ ZX - /CZOX/ 1 -15 jCr\ \ Z\ O he has thus gained he has allied just that
The following day ff js likely that the roo^wu inanimate and silent. $X /} * ! aL£XzX\ \ \ / stroke of creative artistry that seems to be the
have obsoybed nearly all the moisture, and tne The carrot as a household decoration is al- .///\XZ l «•/ //A. ‘------T7V1 /\ Jr \ V ZC element most lacking in American costumes
carrot must be filled up again and kept well most unknown. Few have thought of it for & ) /Xk®/ XyiKZ ^ <Vo XtZi ÆA'Xr \ ^ V/\ and millinery,
supplied all along. The - water must always this purpose, and I am persuaded that few . 
be sweet and pure, and in order to keep it so, ^now Qf the manner of growth I have describ- 
it is a good plan to place in each root a tiny ed in this brief article. ’Tis, indeed, 
lump of charcoal. but a comparatively unimportant thing, a

Of course, a good deal depends upon the cbeap plant, plucked, as it were, from the 
temperature of the apartment, but if the room famdy market-basket. But it is still a thing 
is reasonably warm it will not be very long 0f beauty, a decoration to be prized and en- 
before a number of shoots are to be observed joyed, and so I most heartily commend it to 
coming from the crown of the carrots. This the plantlover.—American Hofries and Gardens, 
will naturally tend to grow opt towards the
light, and if this were allowed to take place, GOOSE 0NE HUNDRED AND TWENTY 
thq result would be a one-sided affair which 
wili be very far from attractive. The best
way in which to get over the difficulty is to jn a naturalist monthly magazine the
change the position of the carrot every day, duchess 0f Bedford—in a plea for keeping,
first turning it one side to the light and then birds in captivity or semi-captivity and care-
the other, so that an evén development is en- fu]ly attended to—mentioned the interesting
couraged on every part of the stump. In about fact tbat a g0ose had lived in one family for
a fortnight the portion of the carrot will have fifty-seven years, and that a pintail drake
been, converted into an object of great beauty. b;rd bas been with her for twenty years. To
From the crowns in each case long shoots of wbat age the ordinary goose lives—if not re-
the well-known fern-like foliage will extend qUired for Martinmas or Christmas dinners—
upwards, and any person who was not in the would be very difficult to say. There are
secret would be puzzled to say just how these many records of longevity over half a
really attractive growths had been formed. If tury, and there is one of considerably over a
careful attention is given to the matter of century. The facts are recorded in a most maps
watering, there is no reason why the sprouting vivacious old book, “Travels in Scotland,” by some
carrots should not last for quite a long while, the Rev. James Hall, M.A., published in 1807. everything in
and when once the leaves are well developed “While on a visit to Mr. Charles Grant of plorers, this is only. natural. • ■ Sir Arthur Conan Doyle once told
the stumo may be removed from jhe windows, Elichies we found,” writes the author of this ____ ;-------------------------------------------- ------------------- amusing story of an illiterate millionaire who
and suspended in any part of the room where entertaining volume, “some of the geese in ~ . gave a wholesale dealer an order for a copy
they will look most decorative. An occasional his flock near thirty years of age, and he told for payment His evidence of As a general rule, the American coming to of every book in all languages treating of any
sprinkling of water on the foliage will be found me he had the best information that a gan- Çneque o e > Lot satisfactory to the a high-class English tailor demands very much aspect of Napoleons career. He thought it, 
to keep things in a nice fresh condition. der, which happened to be killed by accident, identificat y wha^ tfie well-dressed Englishman would have, would fill a case in his library. He was some-|

Do not, howeyer, make the very common was about eighty, and had been observed, for cas(,iX T . „ id the man <Tye knowll Such purchasers thoroughly appreciate the what taken back, however, when in a few
L mistake of too plentifully.supplying your house above fifty years fo associate with one fe- X^encK ’men to fie hanged on no bet-, unrivalled cloths and tweeds of this country, weeks he received a message from the dealer

with growing carrots. Interesting and beau- male. . . .1 informed him that there is JX , g and especially those made by old-established that he had got 40,000 volumes, and was await-
tiful as these roots are when grown in the way a goose alive,/in a clergyman s house near ter evmence tnan Tud “But houses in the West of England, who frequent- ing instructions as to whether he should sendi
I have described it would be a serious mis- Glasgow, one hundred and twenty years old, ■ ' /’ , td of cold cash we* ly supply a design or coloring exclusively to them on as an instalment or wait for a com-/St /"Th“--b”y" “
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A STORY BY LIEUT. SHACKLETONc,XfiT e 1% 0

Lieut. Shackleton, in a speech which he 
made in reply to the toast of his health at the 
dinner given at the Savoy Hotel, told an in
teresting story of politeness in the untrodden 
regions of the Antarctic. His party, he said, 

always extremely good-humored and 
polite, and one professor in particular attained 
a degree of politeness unusual under such try
ing circumstances.

“Are you busy, Mawson ?” he called out
COMMANDER PEARY’S JOURNEY . ■ i^enT^ ^ ^ ^

The above maps, whieh are reproduced from the London Daily- Telegraph, are worth “j am,” said Mawson. 
preserving by persons who are interested in the controversy between Peary and Cook as to Very busy?” said the professor,
the discovery of the North Pole. It will be seen on comparison that the routes, which the Yes, very busy.”
explorers claimed to have followed, are quite different—Peary’s route is considerably to the you are not too busy, Mawson, I am
east of that of Cook. Where they claim to have crossed the 85th parallel they were thirty down a crevasse.”
degrees of longitude apart, which would be about 270 miles. On their return journey they The professor was found hanging dowtva 
would be about 450 miles apart in latitude 83. Of course, it is not to be understood that they crevasse by four fingers, a position which he 
were both in the region at the same time. Peary’s route is the mubh more direct. His map, coujd not have' occupied for any length ,bfl 
it will be observed, is on a considerably larger scale than Cook’s. The land shown on both tjme 

with the exception of Greenland, is recognized as forming a part of Canada, there is 
’ difference in the names on the maps, but owing to the uncertainty attaching to almost 

1 * * the Arctic outside of the line of the immediate personal observations of ex-
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ds before they reach the covert ? It 
ssible. But the long, slanting 
nd brings him down with a speed 
□ the uninitiated. Increasing in 
he nears the earth, the tiercel runs 
indmost bird.almost as^if he was 

11. though he is travelling at some- 
a mile a minute. We can See a 
.11 as he rushes by the covey—fifty 
the covert aside. Then he throws 

: the Sky line of the fir plantation. 
5 not come down on the victim, as 
expected. Never mind, we shall 

A-lien we get there. But that bird 
nd. He must have run from where 
the covert.

:oner has produced his lure ; the 
t be taken down. But he is in high A 
a shade too high for him to care 
t the dead lure. He waits on in 

will put up another bird for him. 
liting on partakes of the nature of 

us hurry back on our traces, 
be a bird behind us in the roots, 

ily the tiercel begins to “fly.” There 
g at the far end of the plantation to 
And now he stoops—another long, 
scent, with a sharp bend at the end. 
he takes the quarry we see that it 

Ipigeon, whose evil destiny has 
im to come across towards the open 
wrong moment. Upon that wood- 

3rd is accordingly taken up, and we 
n whence we came, ready to find 

for another old tiercel. In half

V

-et

vey
; have walked up a very big family 
,n fifteen birds. And—providentially 
3 in a patch of clover, a quarter of a 
any plantation. No need now of 

We walk at our best pace towards 
When half-way there we throw off 
He mounts splendidly, and is 

s high.” Bad look-out for the covey 
[now! But, ks we seem almost to 

where it was marked 
His shrift is

soon

fed the spot _ 
ingle bird gets up. 
tore he has gone fifty yards the old 
bps him up with the appearance of 
L coming with the smooth gliding 
the practised performer, and without 
f effort. Last season that tiercel took 
fey brace of partridges, young and

there are plenty fhore of the big 
though immediately the hawk had 

veral got up in all directions, one at 
We were, of course, standing stock 
e the falconer went and picked up 
11. Now for a younger hawk—an 
this year, 
is his first chance at a real flight in 
He seems to know, to a certain ex- 

t the line of beaters means, and 
tty well overhead. But it is difficult 
feother bird out. And, again, the 
fead is turned the wrong way when 
|uced to quiet his shelter in the thick 
Never mind; the little hawk is so high 

along the ground matters little, 
round, in the air, and flying for a 
es of the wing, as if to steady him- 
■turns over,” and, with a masterly 
itches the fast-flying partridge in a 
p. He will be “fed up” now. First 
id no mistake made. Better leave

we fly a haggard falcon, captured in 
last November. She whits on with the 
1 ease of the finished expert. -Her 
>oks almost careless in its seeming 
ice and “abandon.” But she picks up 
:ock partridge almost as a swallow 
ily. And, carrying him on to a nice 
ow field, clear of the mess of clover 
s, she stands there, conspicuous by 
ast of her cream white gorge against 
ground of dark brown earth. As soon 
ilconer can walk across to her, she is 
and regaled with the head and neck 

lelt. Then we have another hour’s 
.nd we have adventures. One of the 
els, kept waiting on for a very long 
tempted by a lark, which we put up. 
>s at it, perhaps more in play than in 
And, having, by bad luck, struck it, 

up to the soar, with the small bird in 
And a precious dance he leads us. 

jer is’that a wild peregrine will come 
.hat our friend will go off playing with 
v a good hawk has been lost that way. 
fely. no such contretemps occurs ; and

He also mounts well,

.nee

le.

ü, after we have followed him for a 
io clown wind, he tires of the soar, and 
fe the live lure, dropping the dead lark 
mes. *
le day wears on. Each partridge killed 
tveral miles of walking. Our success is 
ue, no doubt, to the excellent waiting 

e well-trained hawks. But also partly 
ccident that, while one of them was 
pu, we were able to walk right into the 
of a big covey, and thus effectually 
l it to the four winds. Towards the 
I the day an old tiercel, kept waiting 
png, rakes away, possibly after a rook 
pigeon, and has to be left out. He is, 
I, recovered the next morning, and will, 
;, fly many another good flight before 
of January. For, though the partridges 
getting stronger and wilder, the hawks 
» be improving in condition and in 
1 likewise, in the case of the elder ones, 
r the moult. We shall know better 
D find the coveys, and where to post 
cers. And, though the work will every 
larder, each flight may be expected to 
r worth seeing, whether successful or 
nerillon, in The Field.
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